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The mole is fast approaching...
Especially to the dairy farmer, moles can create immense problems on farms. Literature on the subject of mole hills in a silo
crop says that one mole hill gathered can destroy a cubic metre of silo?
While trapping a farm, once the traps have been set, we return to check and empty and reset the traps. Any moles caught on a
farm are left on the farm so that the farmer can see the progress of our team’s work. We use quads with specially designed
boxes fitted to them for carrying out our work. Trapping moles is a fascinating job to carry out; different weather and ground
conditions make the job harder or easier. Quite often on a farm there will usually be one mole that endeavours to give us the run
around by filling the traps full of soil, but we have a few tricks up our sleeve to ensure that it doesn’t outwit us for long. While
carrying out work on farms for moles we usually like to be supplied with a farm map with the fields that the farmer requires
trapping marked on. It means that we can operate our plan of the clear up operation far more easily and also saves time on site
discussing which fields require “trapping up” and which don’t. Usually when carrying out mole trapping on a farm we suggest
that the whole farm is covered by ourselves. What we term “invisible” moles, they can just be running underneath hedgerows
and fence lines and not really be noticed by a farmer tending the fields. Obviously if left, these can breed up to provide more
moles for another year.
Two of our
technicians:- Paul
with a sizeable
day’s catch, and
Adam beside the
quads with our
specially designed
boxes ready for
action!

Bed bug infestations
Bed bugs are becoming a wide spread global problem and the increase in numbers is due to several factors:
Increase in affordable international travel, the increase in short term occupancy of hotel rooms by travellers and the re-use of
infected furniture such as beds, mattresses and sofas.
Detectable signs of bed bug infestations are being bitten by the bug, droppings called faecal traces presence of dead skins, live insects
or tiny eggs, blood spots on sheets.
Assured Environmental services can offer a professional and cost effective service to any bed bug problem you may have.

We were recently awarded with the SAFEcontractor accreditation, having attained high standards of
health and safety, and can now be found on their website as an approved contractor. The website can
be viewed by all their clients who are searching for contractors to carry out work. We are able to use
this logo on our vans, company letterhead and website to make people aware of our accreditation.
Being a SAFEcontractor enables us to receive practical advice and guidance on any health, safety or
environmental issues, 24 hours per day.

Visit www.safecontractor.com for further information

Watch out for those cluster flies:
The calls for cluster flies seem
to be coming in thick and fast,
it’s currently late November and
sudden frost after the warm
spell means that a lot of flies are
going into hibernation to create
a year when there are a lot of
cluster fly problems. If you are
having any problems with flies,
do give us a call! Cluster flies in
a domestic situation can be
controlled using a chemical
which is put through a
specialised unit called a ULV
machine, this gives a fantastic
result with a very quick knock
down of all flies. Another very
good solution for cluster flies in
a loft or roof space is to have an
electric fly
killer
machine
installed. These machines can
give you 24 hour protection from
winged insects which may enter
your loft. A typical unit is the
Titan 300 (pictured).

Cluster flies gathering in
the gutter of a house after
a treatment (right)

Waste and recycling industry brings different challenges for us…
Assured Environmental Services are also involved with pest control within the waste
and recycling industry. We find this a very interesting and challenging area to be
involved with as it is a very unique environment to carry out pest control in. It is also
very interesting to be able to discover how our waste is handled and recycled after it
leaves our bins!

Have you
heard the
one
about…?

Our man in Penrith was recently snapped trying to charm the birds out of the trees, but we’re not convinced that this owl is at all
sure about his jokes or his line of chat.....even the flowers weren’t winning this bird round!?!

Exciting news! We are now on facebook! Visit our home page to find
out what we are getting up to at Assured Environmental Services!

Assured Environmental Services Ltd:
Service contracts - Sale and service of fly killer units - Fly screens for doors and windows
Bird control & proofing - Rodent control & proofing - Contract weed control
Control of all flying & crawling insects
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